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Our next meeting will be Monday April 6th, 2015, 6:30PM,
Location Austin Public Library, Howson Branch, 2500 Exposition Blvd.

“To preserve our neighborhood and

We look forward to seeing you! Please join us. And speaking of joining us….

protect it from deterioration.”
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What’s going on with
MoPac? I’ve watched the
progress of the improvements to MoPac, from
Hwy 183 to the river
with curiosity and concern. Curiosity because
of the engineering feats
as TxDOT carves out new
space through Austin’s
central core, especially
Cross-section of CTRMA’s proposed double-decker bridge over Lady Bird Lake
through our neighborof looking at it is that the additional lanes inhood, and with concern for the increased crease capacity and facilitate more traffic into
traffic that will pour into downtown through downtown. From WANG’s perspective, there
the interchange at Cesar Chavez, Fifth Street, is more harm than good coming out of the
and Lake Austin Boulevard. I have heard as- proposal:
surances that the new managed lanes will not
actually increase capacity, but I have a hard • More noise for West Austin and Zilker
Park from the elevated traffic;
time understanding how you can build more
lanes without adding cars, even if those ad- • Dangerous merge arrangement on Lake
Austin Boulevard with risks to Austin
ditional lanes come at a cost to drivers. The
High School drivers;
good news is that the sound walls are beginning to go up – you can see some of the first • More traffic through MoPac, especially
if SH-45 is built to connect South MoPac
ones between Enfiled and 5th Street on the
to I-35 to create an interior highway loop
east side of MoPac, and it appears that the
with MoPac north as the western portion;
project is on track to be opened by the end
• More environmental damage to Barton
of the year.
Springs/Edwards Aquifer recharge zone.
The real issue now is that plans are underway
to expand MoPac south. TxDOT and CAM- Weigh in at the Virtual Open House now
PO are holding open houses with schematics through April 2, 2015 at
of adding managed lanes south from Cesar www.mopacsouth.com/voh
Chavez to Slaughter Lane, with construction to begin in 2017. As it stands now, the The proposed improvements raise significant
plans call for two lanes in each direction, a environmental concerns. The new construcdouble-decker bridge over Lady Bird Lake, tion will run across the Edwards Aquifer reand flyovers that will feed traffic directly to charge zone and Lady Bird Lake. It also lays
Cesar Chavez next to Austin High. You may the groundwork for a proposed extension of
recall that a single lane in each direction was SH 45 along the southwest side of the city.
initially proposed as part of MoPac’s long- Basically, SH 45 SW, Phase 2, as proposed,
term improvement, but when putting pen to will connect I-35 to MoPac South, making
paper, engineers realized that they could add MoPac the primary route through Austin
another lane in the same right-of-way, which rather than I-35. You can find maps of the enthey say will increase mobility. Another way tire loop at keepmopaclocal.org.

Double Decker Trouble, continued from page 1
The proposed improvements to MoPac, both north and south of the
river, and the extension of SH 45 SW, have been unveiled piecemeal.
No transportation authority has conducted any overarching study of
the environmental impact or whether these proposals will actually improve anyone’s commute. The MoPac south extension will shorten the
commute for those willing to pay a toll to drive on the managed lanes,
but it will only shorten the commute for the non-paying commuters at
the most by 20 minutes in 2035 for those driving all the way in from
Slaughter Lane. Is this really worth the $330 million price tag?
More locally, expanding MoPac through the central corridor will have
the greatest impact on downtown neighborhoods which will also benefit the least. On my daily evening commute from downtown, I rarely
take MoPac, opting instead to drive through Old Enfield, Pemberton
and Tarrytown. As congestion increases, spillover from MoPac will
continue to flow through our neighborhood streets. Exposition Blvd.
is already stop and go from Lake Austin Blvd. to 35th St., and Scenic
is seeing an uptick as well.
At the Open House held at O’Henry MS on March 4, 2015, the
CTRMA representatives didn’t have many answers for us, but gave
assurances that public input is ongoing, and that the proposals are
only the first pass at the alternatives available. Of primary concern is
the additional traffic dumping onto Cesar Chavez adjacent to Austin
High, forcing neighborhood kids to cross several lanes of traffic to get
to school. Another issue for our neighborhood is the proposed flyover
from MoPac to Cesar Chavez and 5th Street.
Solutions to Austin’s traffic woes are few and far between. If we do
nothing, congestion is sure to get worse. If we spend lots of money
on new roads and expansions of old ones, we’ll still have more and
more cars. There’s no guarantee that the proposed expansions will
still be workable by the time 2035 rolls around. The Katy Tollway on
I-10 West in Houston is a sober reminder – it opened in 2009, and it’s
already at failure during rush hour.
The only real solution is to change our behavior. Ride your bike, take
the bus, car share. Do something other than drive solo in your car to
work. This month, I started taking the bus to work and signed up with
car2go to cover unexpected trips. I hope to keep it up long-term, but I
haven’t given up my parking spot in my building. Yet.

“OUR” CodeNEXT Process
By Joyce Basciano

Since the approval of the Imagine Austin Comprehensive Plan we are
being told that the existing Land Development Code (LDC) is too
complex and confusing to implement the Comprehensive Plan. For
many of us in the neighborhoods, the problem is not the code, the
problem is often Planning and Development Review Department
(PDRD) staff’s loose interpretation of the code, by ignoring what’s
in our neighborhood plans in favor of a developer’s desires. The removal of the intent paragraphs from the code in the 1980’s encouraged
loose interpretations and the need for layers of additional ordinances
and overlays to protect the quality and character of our neighborhoods.
The recently released draft report by Zucker Systems emphasizes
that there is something wrong with the department that administers
the code, applications for building permits, applications from board
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and commission for ordinances, and requests for variances, all of
which have major impacts of the quality of life in our neighborhoods.
There is a push by the development community and PDR staff
to do away with our neighborhood plans . The Imagine Austin
Comprehensive Plan, on page 207, calls for existing and future
neighborhood plans to be respected. There is great concern in the
neighborhoods that this will not happen within the existing staff
manipulated CodeNEXT framework, and here’s why:
1) The Land Development Code Advisory Group (CAG) is stacked
in favor of the development community. The CAG is supposed
to do outreach, that is, “educate and engage the public on specific
topics pertinent to civic governance.” What is actually happening
are one-sided conversations, with the staff having “an agenda” for
more density which they hope to achieve using the new Land Development Code. No information is being given about important
issues like infrastructure capacity in our neighborhoods where the
staff and development community want more density. Staff and
the consultants are emphasizing Form Based Code (that has not
yet been explained to the public) with no estimates of the costs.
2) Rather than being “engaged on specific topics”, the public is
not allowed to comment except at the end of every meeting for
a couple of minutes. Public participation is reduced to that of an
audience, listening to the discussions among CAG members and
staff; work group members and staff.We have no idea how seriously any public input is being taken.
3) Mid April, the staff, through the CAG work groups will send
recommendations for the proposed code to the consultant team.
This is disturbing since the Opticos consultants have not made
their methodology evident, and the public has yet to see any Opticos product of substance specific to the code. For example, why
hasn’t the existing land development code been re-organized so
that we can all see clearly where the problems are?
4) Ambiguity prevails at CAG meetings. There are no clear definitions of terms. For example, what does “compact and connected”
mean? According to Imagine Austin it means having just about
every amenity imaginable within walking or a bicycle ride of your
home and having a complete transportation system and more efficient delivery of public services. That’s a broad vision, but the
reality is, how much will it cost? There is no economic analysis
for “compact and connected,” and Form Based Code has not been
explained to the public.
A new LDC could be stealth development by eliminating protections. To prevent that from happening the new LDC needs to
provide sufficient zoning standards and districts such that existing
Neighborhood Plans can be replicated and respected when the new
LDC is applied in the code mapping process. This is particularly
important to Central West Austin where there are many single residences and acres of State owned land. The fate of the Austin State
Supported Living Center may well be decided during the session
of the Texas State Legislature. Should that land be sold to private
interests, then most of it will be rezoned. Our Central West Austin
Neighborhood Plan includes an express objective to encourage the
State of Texas to keep the Austin State Supported Living Center in
its current location.
Food for thought: Austin is a community not a commodity; the new
LDC must support that ideal.
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MINUTES MARCH 2, 2015
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING

D. 505 Deep Eddy: Richard Viktorin requested that WANG
take a more proactive role in resolving the permit situation at this
property. Blake reviewed the permit and construction history at
the site which has violated numerous Land Development Code
(LDC) requirements, noting that WANG has no role to play until
the property owner applies for a building permit and comes into
compliance with the LDC.

By Michael Cannatti (Not Actually the Secretary)
These are the minutes of the West Austin Neighborhood Group Board
of Directors Meeting on Monday, March 2, 2015 at the Howson
Branch Library.

E. Austin State Supported Living Center: Ron Day and other
neighbors, including family members of current residents at the
Austin State Supported Living Center, requested WANG’s assistance with mobilizing opposition to the efforts underway in the
current legislature to close the Center and move patients to facilities outside of Austin. The neighbors noted that the human cost of
relocating patients should be taken into account, and also pointed
out that a recent report entitled “AuSSLC Onsite Review” addresses that the safety concerns raised in Austin American Statesman articles, concluding that the facility is in compliance with
Medicaid funding requirements. Cathy noted WANG’s efforts in
this area, including presentation of testimony, newsletter articles,
website announcements, provisions in the Neighborhood Plan
to preserve the facility. Board discussion ensued with suggestions for pursuing historic protection strategy as Registered Texas
Historic Landmark (even though the protections are fairly weak),
contacting Michael Barnes at the Statesman for an article, publicizing an op-ed piece from the neighbors in WANG’s newsletter,
exploring possible purchase of a portion of the property to provide resident care using funding resources from Travis County’
Central Health District, contacting Senator Watson for funding
guidance .

I. Call to Order (6:35pm): The meeting was called to order with the
following Board members in attendance: Mary Arnold, Joyce Basciano, Blake Tollett, Cathy Kyle, Joseph Bennett, Elizabeth Adams, August Harris, and Michael Cannatti, joined shortly thereafter by George
Edwards and Haidar Khazen.
II. Approval of Minutes (6:36 pm): Approval of the January and
February minutes was approved unanimously (8-0).
III. Neighbor Communications (6:38 pm):
A. 3501 Taylors Drive: Christopher Trickey presented information on a variance request that has not yet been filed for a renovation project to add a bedroom which extends over and past the
carport facing Macken. Under the proposed variance request, the
“front setback” would be measured from the Taylors Drive so that
the additional bedroom is meets the 15 foot “sideyard setback”
from Macken. Mr. Trickey is in the process of communicating
with neighbors.
Action: No action was required since the variance request has
not been filed.

F. Neighborhood Association Groups: Noting the recent formation of a “virtual” neighborhood association in Hyde Park neighborhood by disgruntled neighbors, the board discussed the need
to boost membership in WANG, especially given concerns that
our new city council member may dismiss the value of input from
neighborhood associations with small memberships. Possible
strategies include shifting membership signup period, reducing
or eliminating membership fees and shifting to “patron” type fee
support, initiating a formal membership registration campaign by
board members, and making the newsletter and website presence
more attractive and/or interactive, such as by including monthly
polls, publicizing neighborhood events, etc. Any change to membership requirements will need to be evaluated against WANG
bylaws requirements for board elections, annual membership
meetings, etc. Elizabeth will check to see if NextDoor posted
our membership appeal. August suggested that WANG attend the
CTRMA meeting at O.Henry on March 4, 2015.

B. Meredith Street Storm Drain Issues: Anthony England presented background information on the underground cavern which
has been connected to and flooded by a city storm drain. The
City is considering street repair construction to address the flooding issue, but another option under consideration is to condemn
and purchase the affected properties and convert to green space.
Mary noted Watershed Protection’s role with acquiring floodprone property. Board notes complexity of problem and solutions, including taking of homes, loss of property tax roll, extent
of underground cavern area. More information is required. Blake
has requested that WANG be designated as an “interested party”
in any further city decisions, and will follow up to be included
with any stakeholder meetings.
C. Sheri Gallo Presentation: Sheri Gallo introduced herself and
staff members in her office, and announced District 10 newsletter
to be distributed to district residents. In addition, a District 10
task force will be created to address parks, safety, and land development issues. If interested in serving on the task force, send
an email to District10@austintexas.gov. A lively discussion ensued where attendees quizzed CM Gallo regarding the proposed
closure of the Austin State Supported Living Center and possible
support from Council in working to prevent closure. CM Gallo
noted that individual voices matter and should be raised with politicians. In addition, CM Gallo suggested that concerned neighbors contact the City Council’s new “Health and Human Services
Committee” which will have Council Member Ora Houston as
chair and Garza, Tovo and Troxclair as members. Attendees then
quizzed CM Gallo on City’s role in addressing zoning issues for
privately owned land (where Council has zoning authority) and
state owned (where Council’s zoning authority is less clear).
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A. Land Matters:
1. Variance Request C15-2015-0037 (2600 Escondido Cove,
Applicant: John Hussey, Site Specifics 512-472-5252, Owner:
512-771-5799): The applicant has requested a variance to decrease the minimum side yard from 5 feet (required) to 2 feet
(requested) in order to maintain a raised outdoor kitchen constructed in 2006, just shy of the 10 year requirement of Special
Exception, in an SF-3-NP zoning district.
Action: On a motion by August seconded by Joe, WANG voted
to not oppose the requested variance on the condition that this
deck/kitchen would continue to remain open to the elements. It
was noted that this small incursion into the required side yard
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March 2nd Meeting Minutes Continued...
setback was elevated on piers to a height that would allow
ready access to the rear of the property and that adjacent
to that side of the property was the neighbor’s driveway
and not another structure. It was also noted that at this
time there was no neighbor opposition.
B. Transportation: August reported briefly on the proposal
to build a stacked MoPac bridge over Lady Bird Lake from
the south side of the river. There will be a West Austin Open
House to discuss the MoPAC Improvement Project (under
construction) and MoPAC South Environmental Study on
Wednesday, March 4th - 5:30 pm to 7:30 pm at O.Henry
Middle School Cafeteria.

BACKYARD BENIFICIALS
By Wizzie Brown
Beneficials in the Landscape

First off, let me mention that a pest is all a matter of perspective.
There are insects that are commonly thought of as pests that can
also be considered beneficial when viewed through the proper
lens. An easy example would be termites. People are very unhappy when they find termites eating the cellulose material in
their home, but in a natural setting, termites help break down
cellulose material when trees fall in the forest. Of course, this
works both ways. A flipped example is ladybird beetles. They
are often called beneficial insects because they help to consume
aphids and other small, soft-bodied insects that attack desired
plants. I have seen ladybird beetles by the thousands enter my
parents’ home to overwinter. These beetles are not the kind little
helpers that ladybugs are made out to be- they dive bomb you,
bite you and can stain fabrics with a fluid they exude. So keeping that in mind, let us proceed with a few “beneficials” you may
find in the landscape.

C. Membership: Elizabeth provided an update on the Tarrytown Park Movie on May 30, beginning at 6:30 pm with
food truck food, gaga ball pit, and movie starting at dark.
Board discussion of WANG participating as a sponsor and
bringing a tent and table for membership promotion. Joe
reported that membership is up 10%.
D. Communication: Cathy noted that the formatting of
the newsletter could be improved. Haidar suggested that
publisher can do better job if content is provided in Word
format. Board discussed need for additional articles and
simpler or streamlined minutes. Joyce will prepare article
on CodeNext regarding recent developments.
E. ANC Liaison Report: Joyce requested that WANG consider supporting ANC resolution requesting that Opticos and
City Staff ensure that the products of the CodeNEXT process provide sufficient zoning standards and districts such
that existing neighborhood plans can be replicated and respected in the new Land Development Code (LDC) when it
is applied in the code mapping process. No further discussion at meeting.

Ladybird beetles a.k.a ladybugs
Ladybird beetle adults come in a variety of sizes and colors.
Many of them are some shade of red and often have spots. Eggs
are often laid in clusters near a food source, often aphids. The
eggs are a yellowish-orange color and look like footballs sitting up on their end. Most larvae are elongated and a blackishgrey color with orange markings. Ladybird beetles pupate on
the plant and pupae are non-moving. The adults and larvae are
the stages that help to control soft-bodied pests such as aphids,
whiteflies, mealybugs and scale insects.

V. Old Business: None.
VI. Treasurer’s Report: George reported a current balance of
$14,026.17 in our general account and $1,206 in our Oak Wilt
Suppression fund.
VIII. New Business: None.
IX. Adjournment: At 8:55, the meeting was adjourned. The
next board meeting will occur on Monday, April 6, 2015 at the
Howson Library.

78703 Real Estate Update
by Elizabeth Adams, Realtor

81 Solds in the last 6 months
Median Sales Price $903,000
Median Days on Market 32
Median price per square foot $372
(Source ABOR MLS)
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Backyard Benificials Continued...
Praying Mantises
Praying mantises are general predators in the nymphal and adult
stages. They are also cannibalistic. Adults are fairly large insects
with an elongated prothorax and front legs modified for capturing
prey. Nymphs look similar to adults but are smaller and do not have
fully developed wings. Adult females lay egg cases on small twigs
and branches. At first the egg case looks like a frothy mass, but it
soon hardens into an elongated, ridged case.
Spiders
Spiders are not insects, but arachnids. They have two body regions
and eight legs which differentiates them from insects. Spiders are
a large group with many shapes, colors and sizes. They are general
predators as immatures and adults. For more information on specific
spiders, see spider ID article from the May 2011 issue of the Compost Bin here:
http://www.tcmastergardeners.org/newsletter/2011/News2011.05.
pdf

TROWEL & ERROR!
On April 11, from 9:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., Mayfield Park will host
Trowel & Error, the Spring event that annually attracts gardeners from all over Central Texas to hear experts give time-tested
tips for beautiful gardens. Although lectures begin at 10:00, the
event “opens” at 9:30 for those early birds who want to purchase
Mayfield’s hard-to-find heirloom bulbs and perennials for their
April gardens and to stroll the garden paths in the early morning
peacefulness.
Sponsored by Friends of the Parks of Austin, Trowel & Error
will feature three dynamic and knowledgeable garden experts in-

There are many more beneficial creatures that help keep pest populations in check. Before you decide to utilize a pesticide to manage a
pest, take a closer look to see if nature is already controlling pests
for you.
For more information or help with identification, contact Wizzie
Brown, Texas AgriLife Extension Service Program Specialist at
512.854.9600. Check out my blog at www.urban-ipm.blogspot.com

The information given herein is for educational purposes only.
Reference to commercial products or trade names is made with the
understandingthat no discrimination is intended and no endorsement
by Texas AgriLife Extension Service or the Texas AgriLife Research
is implied.
Extension programs serve people of all ages regardless of socioeconomic level, race, color, sex, religion, disability, or national origin.

cluding Jay White, Fabulous Flora for Your Fauna: Trisha Shirey,
Trisha’s Ten Terrific Tips for Spring Garden Success: and Molly
Ogorzaly, Supermarket Botany: Sagas, Secrets, and Surprises
from the Grocery Shelves!
Not to be missed will be the legendary raffle of “garden goodies”.
Everyone goes home a winner. It’s a wonderful way, rain or shine,
to spend a morning learning how to add color into your landscape
while relaxing among gregarious peafowl, towering palms, flowering trees, and ponds filled with lilies…and for only a $5.00 donation!! For more information please contact Neenok@aol.com
MARK YOUR CALENDARS!!

Tarrytown Movie in the Park

Save the date May 30th
Fun begins at 6:30 p.m. and movie starts at dark
Check the wang website to vote on the movie starting April 1st.
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